anti-cancer drugs. Potent cytokines and monoclonal antibodies directed against cell surface-associated structures are already prominent within a radically revised pharmaceutical armamentarium in areas including cancer, autoimmunity, allergy and transplantation. DNA research is therefore crucial to a new generation of immunologists, from those striving towards the development of novel vaccines to those seeking to understand and control autoimmune diseases, allergy and transplant tolerance.
The discovery of the structure of DNA transformed biology profoundly, catalysing the sequencing of the human genome and engendering a new view of biology as an information science. Two features of DNA structure account for much of its remarkable impact on science: its digital nature and its complementarity, whereby one strand of the helix binds perfectly with its partner. DNA has two types of digital information -the genes that encode proteins, which are the molecular machines of life, and the gene regulatory networks that specify the behaviour of the genes.
"Any living cell carries with it the experiences of a billion years of experimentation by its ancestors." Max Delbruck, 1949.
T he discovery of the double helix in 1953 immediately raised questions about how biological information is encoded in DNA 1 . A remarkable feature of the structure is that DNA can accommodate almost any sequence of base pairs -any combination of the bases adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T) -and, hence any digital message or information. During the following decade it was discovered that each gene encodes a complementary RNA transcript, called messenger RNA (mRNA) 2 , made up of A, C, G and uracil (U), instead of T. The four bases of the DNA and RNA alphabets are related to the 20 amino acids of the protein alphabet by a triplet code -each three letters (or 'codons') in a gene encodes one amino acid 3 . For example, AGT encodes the amino acid serine. The dictionary of DNA letters that make up the amino acids is called the genetic code 4 . There are 64 different triplets or codons, 61 of which encode an amino acid (different triplets can encode the same amino acid), and three of which are used for 'punctuation' in that they signal the termination of the growing protein chain.
The molecular complementary of the double helix -whereby each base on one strand of DNA pairs with its complementary base on the partner strand (A with T, and C with G) -has profound implications for biology. As implied by James Watson and Francis Crick in their landmark paper 1 , base pairing suggests a templatecopying mechanism that accounts for the fidelity in copying of genetic material during DNA replication (see article in this issue by Alberts, page 431). It also underpins the synthesis of mRNA from the DNA template, as well as processes of repairing damaged DNA (discussed by Friedberg, page 436).
Tools to modify DNA
The enzymes that function in cells to copy, cut and join DNA molecules were also exploited as key tools for revolutionary new techniques in molecular biology, including the cloning of genes and expression of their proteins, and mapping the location of genes on chromosomes. The ability to recreate the process of DNA replication artificially in the laboratory led to the development of two techniques feature that transformed biology: a manual DNA sequencing method in 1975 and, in 1985, the discovery of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), whereby DNA sequences could be amplified a millionfold or more 5 . Although sequencing and PCR transformed the science of biology, they also had wide applications for medicine and forensics. The detection of variation in DNA sequence from one individual to the next -so-called 'polymorphisms' -forms the basis of DNA 'finger-printing' of individuals. Forensics uses these fingerprints to deal with paternity disputes, as well as criminal cases such as rape. The finding that many specific DNA polymorphisms are associated with disease or disease susceptibility has brought DNA diagnostics to medicine and opened the pathway to truly predictive medicine, where the risks of disease can be identified in advance of symptoms (see article in this issue by Bell, page 414).
Automated DNA sequencing
The first efforts to sequence DNA, pioneered by Walter Gilbert 6 and Fred Sanger 7 in the 1970s, decoded stretches of DNA a few hundred bases long. When the first complete genome was sequenced over a period of about one year in 1977-78 -that of a viral genome of about 5,000 bases 8 -it became clear that DNA sequence data could provide unique insights into the structure and function of genes, as well as genome organization. It was this potential to generate vast amounts of information about an organism from its genetic code that inspired efforts towards the automation of DNA sequencing (Fig. 1) .
The combination of technical wizardry and intensive automation in the decade that followed launched the 'genomic era' . A series of new instruments enabled novel approaches to biological analysis [9] [10] [11] . The first sequencing machine -invented by Leroy Hood, Lloyd Smith and Mike Hunkapiller in 1986 (ref. 12) -was automated in data acquisition, but still required substantial manual attention and the sequencing rate was low, roughly 250 bases per day. Over the next ten years, the development of automated DNA sequencing accelerated, rapidly passing through three distinct stages: the prototype sequencing machine (1986); a robust instrument that could be used routinely in a standard laboratory (1989); and finally, a machine that formed part of an integrated factory-like production line where DNA sample preparation and sequencing were all fully automated (1998). The advances in sequencing capacity have been striking -the latest sequencing machines are able to decode approximately 1.5 million bases over 24 hours -6,000 times the throughput of the prototype.
The goals of high-throughput biological instrumentation are to increase throughput, enhance the quality of the data, and greatly reduce the cost of per unit information acquired. To reach these goals in the future, the miniaturization, automation, parallelization and integration of successive procedures will propel DNA sequencing technology into the realm of microfluidics and microelectronics, and eventually into the area of nanotechnology. With single-DNAmolecule sequencing, we foresee a time when the entire genome of an individual could be sequenced in a single day at a cost of less than $US10,000 (compared with the US$50 million or more it would cost today). This will readily enable the decoding of the genomic sequence of virtually any organism on the planet and provide unparalleled access to the foundations of biology and the study of human genetic variability.
The Human Genome Project
The breathtaking speed at which automated DNA sequencing developed was largely stimulated by the throughput demands of the Human Genome Project (HGP), which officially started in 1990 following discussions and studies on feasibility and technology that began in earnest in 1985. The objectives of the HGP were to generate a finished sequence in 15 years 13 , but a draft of the human genome sequence was available in 2001. Two versions of the draft were generated and published in 2001, one by the publicly funded International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 14 , and another by the biotechnology company Celera 15 (Box 1). In the process of developing the tools and methodology to be able to sequence and assemble the 3 billion bases of the human genome, a range of plant, animal and microbial genomes was sequenced and many more are currently being decoded. As genome sequences become available, different areas of biology are being transformed -for example, the discipline of microbiology has changed significantly with the completion of more than 100 bacterial genome sequences over the past decade.
The HGP profoundly influenced biology in two respects. First, it illustrated the concept of 'discovery science' -the idea that all the elements of the system (that is, the complete genome sequence and 
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C Figure 1 How to sequence DNA. a, DNA polymerase copies a strand of DNA. b, The insertion of a terminator base into the growing strand halts the copying process. This is a random event that results in a series of fragments of different lengths, depending on the base at which the copying stopped. The fragments are separated by size by running them through a gel matrix, with the shortest fragments at the bottom and largest at the top. c, The terminators are labelled with different fluorescent dyes, so each fragment will fluoresce a particular colour depending on whether it ends with an A, C, G, or T base. feature the entire RNA and protein output encoded by the genome) can be defined, archived in a database, and made available to facilitate hypothesis-driven science and global analyses. Second, to succeed, the HGP pushed the development of efficient large-scale DNA sequencing and, simultaneously, drove the creation of high-throughput tools (for example, DNA arrays and mass spectrometry) for the analysis of other types of related biological information, such as mRNAs, proteins and molecular interactions.
The digital nature of biological information
The value of having an entire genome sequence is that one can initiate the study of a biological system with a precisely definable digital core of information for that organism -a fully delineated genetic source code. The challenge, then, is in deciphering what information is encoded within the digital code. The genome encodes two main types of digital information -the genes that encode the protein and RNA molecular machines of life, and the regulatory networks that specify how these genes are expressed in time, space and amplitude. It is the evolution of the regulatory networks and not the genes themselves that play the critical role in making organisms different from one another. The digital information in genomes operates across three diverse time spans: evolution (tens to millions of years), development (hours to tens of years), and physiology (milliseconds to weeks). Development is the elaboration of an organism from a single cell (the fertilized egg) to an adult (for humans this is 10 14 cells of thousands of different types). Physiology is the triggering of specific functional programmes (for example, the immune response) by environmental cues. Regulatory networks are crucial in each of these aspects of biology.
Regulatory networks are composed of two main types of components: transcription factors and the DNA sites to which they bind in the control regions of genes, such as promoters, enhancers and silencers. The control regions of individual genes serve as information processors to integrate the information inherent in the concentrations of different transcription factors into signals that mediate gene expression. The collection of the transcription factors and their cognate DNA-binding sites in the control regions of genes that carry out a particular developmental or physiological function constitute these regulatory networks (Fig. 2) .
Because most 'higher' organisms or eukaryotes (organisms that contain their DNA in a cellular compartment called the nucleus), such as yeast, flies and humans, have predominantly the same families of genes, it is the reorganization of DNA-binding sites in the control regions of genes that mediate the changes in the developmental programmes that distinguish one species from another. Thus, the regulatory networks are uniquely specified by their DNA-binding sites and, accordingly, are basically digital in nature.
One thing that is striking about digital regulatory networks is that they can change significantly in short periods of evolutionary time. This is reflected, for example, in the huge diversity of the body plans, controlled by gene regulatory networks, that emerged over perhaps 10-30 million years during the Cambrian explosion of metazoan organisms (about 550 million years ago). Likewise, remarkable changes occurred to the regulatory networks driving the development of the human brain during its divergence from its common ancestor with chimpanzees about 6 million years ago.
Biology has evolved several different types of informational hierarchies. First, a regulatory hierarchy is a gene network that defines the relationships of a set of transcription factors, their DNA-binding sites and the downstream peripheral genes that collectively control a particular aspect of development. A model of development in the sea urchin represents a striking example 16 (Fig. 2) . Second, an evolutionary hierarchy defines an order set of relationships, arising from DNA duplication. For example, a single gene may be duplicated to generate a multi-gene family, and a multi-gene family may be duplicated to create a supergene family. Third, molecular machines may be assembled into structural hierarchies by an ordered assembly process. One example of this is the basic transcription apparatus that involves the step-by-step recruitment of factors and enzymes that will ultimately drive the specific expression of a given gene. A second example is provided by the ribosome, the complex that translates RNA into protein, which is assembled from more than 50 different proteins and a few RNA molecules. Finally, an informational hierarchy depicts the flow of information from a gene to environment: gene → RNA → protein → protein interactions → protein complexes → networks of protein complexes in a cell → tissues or organs → individual organisms → populations → ecosystems. At each successively higher level in the informational hierarchy, information can be added or altered for any given element (for example, by alternative RNA splicing or protein modification).
Systems approaches to biology
Humans start life as a single cell -the fertilized egg -and develop into an adult with trillions of cells and thousands of cell types. This process uses two types of biological information: the digital information of the genome, and environmental information, such as metabolite concentrations, secreted or cell-surface signals from other cells or chemical gradients. Environmental information is of two distinct types: deterministic information where the consequences of the signals are essentially predetermined, and stochastic information where chance dictates the outcome.
Random, or stochastic, signals can generate significant noise in biological systems, but it is only in special cases that noise is converted into signals. For example, stochastic events govern many of the genetic mechanisms responsible for generating antibody diversity. In the immune response, those B cells that produce antibodies that bind
The first complete drafts of the human genome sequence were published in 2001 by the International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (IHGSC), a publicly funded effort, and Celera, a biotechnology company, using different approaches. Both efforts used a random or shotgun approach where the original DNA to be sequenced was randomly broken into overlapping fragments that were then cloned, and 500 base pairs (bp) were 'read' from one or both ends of the clones.
For the draft genome sequences, each base was read six to ten times to optimize the accuracy of the sequence. The stretches of DNA sequence were read by a computer and assembled into a complete sequence. The IHGSC effort randomly cleaved DNA into 2 00,000-bp fragments and generated a map of these fragments across the 24 different human chromosomes; it then used the shotgun approach to sequence the pre-ordered fragments clone by clone. In contrast, Celera randomly fragmented the entire genome into three sizes of fragments (approximately 2,000, 10,000 and 200,000 bp), sequenced both ends of the clones and then used the end sequences to assemble the entire genome sequence, without the aid of a map.
Celera's 1998 announcement that it would sequence the human genome within three years was greeted with considerable scepticism, but it succeeded in producing a draft sequence and considerably accelerating the public effort. The efforts of both groups benefited science by producing draft genome sequences considerably earlier than expected.
Although minor differences were noted between the two drafts, the overall conclusions concerning gene numbers, repeated sequences and chromosomal organization were remarkably similar. For example, both groups identified 30,000-35,000 genes, far fewer than the 100,000 expected from an earlier (admittedly 'back of the envelope') calculation.
Box 1 Sequencing the human genome
tightly to the antigen (that is, those having high affinities) undergo an expansion in number that is proportional to the strength of the antibody affinity (see article in this issue by Nossal, page 440). Hence, the signal (high affinity) is distinguished from the noise (low affinity). Moreover, high levels of mutation in the B cells causes specific diversification of antibody genes in the presence of antigen and permits the affinity to increase even more. The cells carrying the higher-affinity antibody genes are then preferentially selected for survival and proliferation.
The key question is what and how much signal emerges from the noise. Analysis of stochastic events and the differentiation between signal and noise will be a future challenge for contemporary biology. The immune response has been studied for more than 100 years, yet we still have only a partial understanding of its systems properties, such as the immune response and tolerance (the unresponsiveness to one's own cells). This is because until recently immunologists have been able to study this complex system only one gene or one protein at a time.
The systems approach permits the study of all elements in a system in response to genetic (digital) or environmental perturbations. Global quantitative analyses of biological information from different levels each provide new insights into the operation of the system; hence, information at as many levels as possible must be captured, integrated, and ultimately, modelled mathematically. The model should explain the properties of the system and establish a framework that allows us to redesign the system in a rational way to generate new emergent properties.
Several systems have been explored successfully. The utilization of the sugar galactose in yeast has been analysed using genetic perturbations (inactivation of genes) and four levels of information were gathered -RNA and protein concentrations as well as proteinprotein and protein-DNA interactions 17 . Using an iterative and integrative systems approach, new insights into the regulation of galactose use were gained. Moreover, the relationships of the galactose regulatory network to other modules in the yeast cell were also delineated. Likewise, systems approaches to early embryonic development in the sea urchin have delineated a regulatory network that has significant predictive power 16 (Fig. 2) . Finally, systems approaches to metabolism in an archaeal halobacterium (an organism thriving in up to five-molar salt solutions, such as the Dead Sea) have revealed new insights into the inter-relationships among several modules controlling energy production in the cell 18 . The study of cellular and organismal biology using the systems approach is at its very beginning. It will require integrated teams of scientists from across disciplines -biologists, chemists, computer scientists, engineers, mathematicians and physicists. New methods for acquiring and analysing high-throughput biological data are needed. A powerful computational infrastructure must be leveraged to generate more effective approaches to the capture, storage, analysis, integration, graphical display and mathematic formulation of biological complexity. New technologies must be integrated with each other. Finally, hypothesis-driven and discovery science must be integrated. In short, both new science and technology must emerge for the systems biology approach to realize its promise. A cultural shift in the biological sciences is needed, and the education and training of the next generation of biologists will require significant reform.
Gordon Moore, the founder of Intel, predicted that the number of transistors that could be placed on a computer chip would double every 18 months. It has for more than 30 years. This exponential growth has been a driver for the explosive growth of information technology. Likewise, the amount of DNA sequence information available to the scientific community is following a similar, perhaps even steeper, exponential increase. The critical issue is how sequence information can be converted into knowledge of the organism and how biology will change as a result. We believe that a systems approach to biology is the key. It is clear, however, that this approach poses significant challenges, both scientific and cultural 19 . The discovery of DNA structure started us on this journey, the end of which will be the grand unification of the biological sciences in the emerging, information-based view of biology. 
